
"The City we live in- 

The City we want to live in in 2020"  

 The Vienna Museum of Technology shows an exhibition 
perfectly fitting for our Erasmus+ project. 

 Its title is "The Future of the City ". 



              The city is indisputably the habitat of the future.  
 In only two percent of 

the worlds' surface the 
cities are home to 
around half the world's 
population. 
 

  By 2050 probably more 
than two-thirds.  



This global development raises several questions: 

 
 How do we want to live in the 

future? 
 How do we want to live, how 

can we build, move around 
and provide ourselves with 
energy? 

 How do we feed ourselves?  
 How will we organize our 

cities?  
 And to whom does the city 

belong to?  



With the exhibition "The Future of the City", you can dive into this 
topic in the Vienna Museum of Technology.   

Of an Austrian and an international perspective:  

 The constant interplay of growth, social visions and real urban   
development needs:  

     continued innovations to shape the city's future and to meet the 
different needs of different people of different ages.  



That´s today.What about tomorrow? 



The starting point is the new special area "urban innovations",  

 the surrounding with the permanent exhibitions  
 

 "Urban life 
 "Urban mobility"  
 "Urban energy"  
 and "Urban power" 

 
 



Those exhibitions set a new impetus to the further 

development of urban areas.  

 Pupils can explore innovations and they 
can take the role of urban planners.  
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